
Our growing company is hiring for an aircraft maintenance supervisor. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for aircraft maintenance supervisor

Work with teams to look at other, local, Tool kit needs (ie., FTE, Sheet metal,
etc)
Work closely with system wide tooling teams
Automated Tool support (Grainger machines, Snap-On, etc)
Establish POU tooling locations to support local operationFollow up with HR
to determine Tool Room staffing (ie., IBT, IAM)
Work with manufacturers and UA Calibration Labs to obtain calibration
procedures for tooling
Communicate to and work with Stores management for current problems
with tool issue, check in, inventory and borrow and loan procedures
Work with Tooling Managers on future possible move of GSE equipment
repair processes (O2 and Nitrogen carts, aircraft jacks, oil service units, etc)
Perform on-going surveillance of work performed on airframe and in support
shops, including removed components, with particular attention to critical
areas
Evaluate and approve non routine work requests (for example, time, hours,
parts, ) as required by vendors contract
Assist management in the negotiation of contract and contract changes

Qualifications for aircraft maintenance supervisor

Example of Aircraft Maintenance Supervisor Job
Description
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You have Technical or Vocational Training in office administration or related
field
You have computer keyboarding skills including 10-key
You have advanced computer skills with MS Office (Excel, Outlook, and
PowerPoint & Word)
You have prior experience in the aerospace industry - preferred
Perform supervisory responsibilities for assigned employees and area(s), for
example, time card and vacation approvals, PMP and 30/60 day reviews,
opportunities for professional development and training, personnel decisions
concerning hire, fire, disciplinary issues, promotions and salary adjustments,
employee schedules and leave


